Large-scale public venues as medical emergency sites in disasters: lessons from COVID-19 and the use of Fangcang shelter hospitals in Wuhan, China
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ABSTRACT
Since the COVID-19 outbreak, Wuhan has adopted three methods of admitting patients for treatment: designated hospitals, newly built temporary hospitals and Fangcang shelter hospitals. It has been proven that converting large-scale public venues such as stadiums and exhibition centres into Fangcang shelter hospitals, which serve as hospitals for isolation, treatment and disease monitoring of patients with mild symptoms, is the most effective way to control virus transmission and reduce mortality. This paper presents some experiences learnt from treating COVID-19 in Wuhan, the first city to report the outbreak and which suffered from a shortage of emergency supplies, heavy workload among staff and a shortage of hospital beds during the early stages of the pandemic. The experiences include location, accessibility, spacious outdoor area, spacious indoor space, power supply, architectural layout design and partition isolation, ventilation, sewage, and problems in the construction and management of Fangcang shelter hospitals. During the COVID-19 pandemic, traditional approaches to disaster preparedness have demonstrated intrinsic problems, such as poor economic performance, inefficiency and lack of flexibility. Converting large-scale public venues into Fangcang shelter hospitals is an important means to rapidly improve the function of the city’s healthcare system during a pandemic. This valuable experience in Wuhan will help other countries in their battle against the current COVID-19 pandemic and will also contribute to disaster preparedness and mitigation in the future.

INTRODUCTION
The COVID-19 pandemic has spread to almost all countries around the world, resulting in significant social and economic losses. Wuhan, which was the first Chinese city to report the outbreak, suffered from a shortage of emergency supplies, heavy workload among staff and a shortage of hospital beds during the early stages of the pandemic. This caused further spread of the pandemic and resulted in a high mortality rate of about 4.9%. Before the current pandemic, Wuhan had already taken preparatory measures for disaster prevention and mitigation, such as building a disaster preparedness centre and setting up storage rooms for essential materials in the community.2 However, the role of the traditional approach in preparing for natural disasters was very limited during this pandemic and is thus facing an unprecedented challenge.

Since the COVID-19 outbreak, Wuhan has adopted three methods of admitting patients for treatment: designated hospitals, newly built temporary hospitals and Fangcang shelter hospitals. It has been proven that converting large-scale public venues such as stadiums and exhibition centres into...
Fangcang shelter hospitals, which serve as hospitals for isolation, treatment and disease monitoring of patients with mild symptoms, is the most effective way to control virus transmission and reduce mortality.\(^3\)\(^4\) Converting large-scale public venues into Fangcang shelter hospitals is an important means to rapidly improve the function of the city’s healthcare system during a pandemic.\(^5\) At present, the USA, the UK and some other countries have also been building similar Fangcang shelter hospitals.\(^6\) It is necessary to summarise the experience of Wuhan in building Fangcang shelter hospitals.

**SIGNIFICANCE OF AN EMERGENCY SHELTER DURING A DISASTER**

The construction of a shelter after a disaster is crucial to reducing the impact of disasters and protecting the lives of victims, as the shelter can provide essential living and medical conditions for them. There are many forms of shelter, including temporary structures made of plastic sheets, tents, prefabricated structures, existing large buildings and so on.\(^7\) The form selected depends on various factors, such as the type of disaster, climate, economics and estimated lifespan. For existing large buildings, Ansary et al.\(^8\) suggested that schools, religious facilities and community centres could be used as shelters during disasters, and the vulnerability of these buildings should be evaluated in advance. In addition to providing an essential living environment and living conditions for the victims, the shelters can also be combined with a makeshift hospital to provide timely and effective medical care. Usually after natural disasters, plagues and wars, the limited medical resources in cities cannot meet the needs of a rapid surge of casualties over a short period of time. At such times, medical emergency measures are needed to quickly fill the gap in medical resources.\(^9\) For example, after the typhoid epidemic in Montreal, Canada in 1910, the local government converted the Northern Power Company’s factory into an emergency medical site within 5 days to treat patients. During the Spanish influenza epidemic in 1918, 38% of the hospital beds were placed in existing buildings, such as residences, hotels, factories and schools.\(^10\)

During the COVID-19 pandemic, Wuhan converted large-scale public venues into Fangcang shelter hospitals, which provided essential living and medical conditions for isolated patients with mild symptoms as well as for suspected patients. Chen et al.\(^8\) illustrated three key characteristics (rapid construction, massive scale and low cost) and five essential functions (isolation, triage, basic medical care, frequent monitoring and rapid referral, and essential living and social engagement) that set Fangcang shelter hospitals apart from other makeshift hospitals or emergency field hospitals. Using data from 21 January to 21 February 2020 published by the Chinese Health Commission, Yuwen found that the establishment of Fangcang shelter hospitals had significantly reduced patient mortality.\(^11\) Zhu et al.\(^6\) stated that the rapid admission, low cost and the easing of public anxiety are the three advantages of building Fangcang shelter hospitals. Converting large-scale public venues into Fangcang shelter hospitals is an effective and efficient way to improve local medical capabilities during disasters; however, problems and risks that warrant reflection and improvement also existed.

**CHARACTERISTICS OF WUHAN FANGCANG SHELTER HOSPITALS**

After the high-level expert team of the National Health Commission had announced the human-to-human transmission of COVID-19 on 20 January, Wuhan successively set up designated hospitals, built new temporary hospitals, such as the Huoshenshan Hospital, and converted public venues into Fangcang shelter hospitals. A comparison of these three hospitals is shown in table 1.

The outcome of these three approaches indicates that Fangcang shelter hospitals were key to controlling the pandemic and reducing mortality in Wuhan. Fangcang shelter hospitals requisitioned existing large-scale public venues, ready for use after rapid renovation. These hospitals play an important role in four areas: (1) obviating within-household and community transmission, thus reducing the number of new infections and releasing pressure from designated and temporary hospitals; (2) expanding admission capacity to prevent the spread of the virus in the community; (3) patients in the hospital can get standard and effective treatment, reducing the proportion of patients with mild symptoms that progress into severe diseases; and (4) patients with severe diseases can be identified and transferred promptly, reducing the rate of mortality.\(^11\)\(^12\) Table 2 sets out the main characteristics of 16 Fangcang shelter hospitals in Wuhan.

Having examined the 16 Fangcang shelter hospitals in Wuhan, it can be concluded that the large-scale public venues expropriated during a pandemic have the following five key features:

**Located at the centre of an urban area, but away from susceptible areas**

Large-scale public venues often drive the economic development of urban areas and often located at the core of an urban spatial structure. If a pandemic affects a city dramatically, each venue in the centre of such an area can accommodate patients in this zone. This prevents the concentration of patients in a certain area which may result in cross-infection and increase the burden on medical resources and supplies. Meanwhile, the site should be away from high-density residential areas, schools and other densely populated areas in order to reduce the risk of virus transmission. In each district of Wuhan, one or two large-scale venues have been converted into Fangcang shelter hospitals. The deputy head of the district acts as the deputy director of the respective hospitals, and is responsible for managing and coordinating local medical supplies and other resources.
The renovation of public venues in different areas can effectively relieve the urban emergency burden.

**Accessibility**

Large-scale public venues are often in the centre of a large metro area and are adjacent to multiple major arterial roads. Once these venues had been converted into Fangcang shelter hospitals as centres for receiving patients, supplies and staff support in that area, there was a high demand for convenient transportation. In addition, large-scale venues are often close to traditional hospitals, and patients whose symptoms deteriorate from mild to severe can be quickly transferred for further treatment. The Wuhan Living Room, for example, is located at the intersection of Wuhan’s rapidly developing urban area, which is surrounded by trunk roads, subways and other transportation systems. It is a 15 min drive from the Tianhe Airport or Hankou Railway Station. This advantage, which is also an important factor in normal circumstances, made possible the construction of the largest Fangcang shelter hospital within 5 days. Moreover, the hospital is only 836 m away from the Jinyintan Hospital, which is one of the most important designated hospitals in Wuhan. It is not only convenient for patients with severe to critical COVID-19 to be transferred to the Jinyintan Hospital promptly, but it is also conveniently placed so the hospital can send experts to the site for guidance.

**Spacious outdoor area**

Large-scale public venues, where various large-scale competitive sports are often held, have ample outdoor space. The spacious field facilitates the entry and evacuation of numerous vehicles and people. As a shelter hospital, the spacious outdoor field enables the rapid arrival and evacuation of ambulances, the construction of temporary auxiliary tents, and the installation of medical facilities. For example, in the Wuhan Living Room exhibition complex, the National Emergency Medical Rescue Team and the China International Emergency Medical Team (Shanghai) set up 7 tents as passage for health workers and 13 tents as command centres and auxiliary rooms, which connected to the remote consultation centre and became the core of the Fangcang shelter hospital operation (figure 1).

**Spacious indoor space**

China’s rapid economic development has stimulated the demand by urban residents for cultural and recreational activities. Many cities have spacious large-scale public venues. Most of these venues are long-span structures or frame structures with flat space and a stable indoor environment which can accommodate a substantial quantity of people and equipment. The large-scale stadium can be easily renovated and partitioned, and can provide essential living conditions for a surge of infected people during a pandemic. For example, the Wuhan International Expo Center, which was one of the first to be converted into a Fangcang shelter hospital in the first batch, has a total construction area of 127 000 m². After the renovation, it provided 1600 beds and treated 1848 cases before it was closed.

**The power supply is reliable and easy to remodel**

Large public venues often hold a variety of big events, which require highly reliable power supply. The power supply system of such places is highly reliable and is easy to remodel to serve different needs. Medical instruments such as CT equipment in Fangcang shelter hospitals have higher requirements for power supply, and large-scale venues can meet these requirements after minor
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>District</th>
<th>Original function</th>
<th>Area (10,000 m²)</th>
<th>Distance between the hospital and nearest neighbourhood (m)</th>
<th>Whether with a square</th>
<th>Whether along the main road</th>
<th>Nearest designated hospital and distance (km)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jianghan Fangcang Shelter Hospital</td>
<td>Jianghan District</td>
<td>Wuhan International Convention and Exhibition Center</td>
<td>12.70</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Wuhan Fourth Hospital (1.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wuchang Fangcang Shelter Hospital</td>
<td>Wuchang District</td>
<td>Hongshan Stadium</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>363</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Wuhan Seventh Hospital (0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wuhan Living Room Fangcang Shelter Hospital</td>
<td>Dongxihu District</td>
<td>Wuhan Living Room</td>
<td>12.50</td>
<td>959</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Wuhan Jinyintan Hospital (0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wuhan National Fitness Center Fangcang Shelter Hospital</td>
<td>Jiang’an District</td>
<td>Wuhan National Fitness Center</td>
<td>6.45</td>
<td>473</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Wuhan Central Hospital (2.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changjiang New Town Fangcang Shelter Hospital</td>
<td>Jiang’an District</td>
<td>Hongqiao Industrial Park</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Wuhan Jinyintan Hospital (2.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wuhan Stadium Fangcang Shelter Hospital</td>
<td>Qiaokou District</td>
<td>Wuhan Stadium</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Wuhan Fourth Hospital (1.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanyang Fangcang Shelter Hospital</td>
<td>Hanyang District</td>
<td>Wuhan International Expo Center</td>
<td>18.00</td>
<td>883</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Wuhan Traditional Chinese Medicine Hospital (2.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wuhan Sports Center Stadium Fangcang Shelter Hospital</td>
<td>Caidian District</td>
<td>Wuhan Sports Center Stadium</td>
<td>5.07</td>
<td>632</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>West Hospital of Union Hospital, TJMU (1.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipaling Fangcang Shelter Hospital</td>
<td>Hongshan District</td>
<td>Shipaling Senior Vocational High School</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Tianyou Hospital (1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optics Valley Fangcang Shelter Hospital</td>
<td>Hongshan District</td>
<td>Optics Valley Convention and Exhibition Center</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>742</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Tongji Hospital (4.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optics Valley Sunsea Fangcang Shelter Hospital</td>
<td>Hongshan District</td>
<td>Wuhan Meilian Group’s former Rihai Industrial Park plant</td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>East Hospital of People’s Hospital of Wuhan University (5.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dahuashan Fangcang Shelter Hospital</td>
<td>Jiangxia District</td>
<td>Dahuashan Outdoor Sports Center</td>
<td>7.95</td>
<td>577</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>The First People’s Hospital of Jiangxia District (3.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huangpi Stadium Fangcang Shelter Hospital</td>
<td>Huangpi District</td>
<td>Huangpi Stadium</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Huangpi District People’s Hospital (2.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qingshan Fangcang Shelter Hospital</td>
<td>Qingshan District</td>
<td>WISCO Sports Center</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>378</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Wuhan Ninth Hospital (1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caidian Fangcang Shelter Hospital</td>
<td>Caidian District</td>
<td>Yangtze River Media Zhiyin Practice Training Base</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Caidian District People’s Hospital of Wuhan (6.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dunkou Stadium Fangcang Shelter Hospital</td>
<td>Hannan District</td>
<td>Kirin Logistics Plant</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>635</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>West Hospital of Union Hospital, TJMU (4.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TJMU, Tongji Medical University; WISCO, Wuhan Iron and Steel Corporation.
remodelling. For example, in Wuhan Sports Center, the power distribution room uses dual power supply, and the two main power supplies both have a capacity of 3250 kVA, which has large-scale redundancy. The power supply system is equipped with a generator of 800 kVA and an emergency power supply of 750 kVA. These effectively ensure that the demand for important loads is not disrupted. Moreover, the Wuhan Sports Center has had practical experience in power protection for the 7th CISM Military World Games, and thus has a highly reliable power supply.15

In addition, these venues are required to meet the conditions for conversion into a shelter hospital, such as telecommunications, water supply and drainage, and fire safety facilities.

KEY POINTS IN THE DESIGN OF FANGCANG SHELTER HOSPITALS

During the design and renovation of Fangcang shelter hospitals, it was necessary not only to follow the standards of infectious disease hospitals, but to also take into consideration challenges, such as reconstructing the existing building with limited time and high-volume workload. Special attention should therefore be paid to the building layout, partition isolation, ventilation and sewage discharge.

Architectural layout design and partition isolation

The architectural layout of a hospital follows the ‘three zones and two passages’ pattern, which includes a contaminated zone, a semiclean zone and a clean zone, passages for health workers, and passages for patients. A contaminated zone is the area where patients live and receive treatment, such as wards, treatment rooms, biohazard waste rooms, and patient admission and discharge registration rooms. The clean zone includes staff’s dressing rooms, catering services, duty rooms and warehouses. Semiclean zones are areas between the clean and contaminated zones, such as medical staff offices, nurse stations and other areas that may be contaminated by patients.

The ward should be partitioned and meet evacuation standards. In each zone, there should be no more than 42 beds but at least two evacuation exits. The width of the evacuation exit should be no less than 1 m per 100 persons, and the distance between anywhere to the evacuation exit should not exceed 30 m. The width of evacuation passages between the zones should not be less than 4 m. The partition should be made of fire-resistant material, and the height should not be lower than 1.8 m (figure 2).

The architectural design should also include essential living facilities, such as toilets, barrier-free access and storage rooms. For example, for toilet facilities, foam-blocked mobile toilets should be preferred, and medical staff’s and patients’ toilets should be separated. The men’s toilet is configured according to one position per 20 men and one position per 10 women. The number can be adjusted according to the actual situation. Toilets should be built downwind, away from dining areas and water points.

Ventilation

The ventilation and air-conditioning systems of large public venues are mostly positive pressure systems and only a few are negative pressure systems. This does not meet medical requirements. The remodelling of the ventilation system should make the best use of the original systems, and change the air supply and exhaust strategies to form a pressure gradient between the clean zone, the semiclean zone and the contaminated zone. Air purification and disinfection devices should be used for air-conditioning systems in a contaminated zone and a semiclean zone. If possible, the air-conditioning unit can be equipped with a clean air-conditioning system, and an ultraviolet disinfection lamp can be installed near the return air filter and the surface cooler. The exhaust air volume should be designed to be no less than 150 m³/hour per person.

Sewage

The sewage from Fangcang shelter hospitals cannot be directly discharged. Temporary tanks for sewage...
treatment should be set up. Chlorine and peroxyacetic acid can be applied to sterilise and disinfect the sewage. Using mobile hospital-specific plasma equipment for sewage treatment is also feasible. It is important to install an automatic monitoring system for water quality inspection at the treated sewage outlets to ensure that the discharged sewage meets the standards (figure 3).

PROBLEMS IN THE CONSTRUCTION AND MANAGEMENT OF FANGCANG SHELTER HOSPITALS

In the fight against the COVID-19 pandemic in Wuhan, the rational expropriation and conversion of large public venues into Fangcang shelter hospitals have played a vital role in the control of the epidemic. However, some problems emerged which warrant further reflection.

Fangcang shelter hospitals were not included in the emergency action plan for epidemics

In the early stage of the pandemic, Wuhan did not immediately implement measures to convert existing large-scale public venues into Fangcang shelter hospitals. Instead, new temporary hospitals were built, such as the Huoshenshan Hospital and the Leishenshan Hospital, but their capability and capacity to admit, treat and quarantine patients were limited. In future urban planning and emergency action plans, large-scale public venues in cities should be prepared to be converted to medical emergency sites during disasters. The local emergency action plan should include details of the large public venues, together with the prerequisites and procedures for renovation.

Large public venues are less prepared for conversion into emergency shelters

The renovations can involve some complicated construction work, such as the remodelling of ventilation systems. Some Fangcang shelter hospitals were still undergoing construction of ventilation systems when they started to admit patients. In the future, medical emergency shelters should be included in the architectural design and construction plan of designated large-scale public venues. For example, the layout for a temporary hospital, including ward zones, treatment and work stations, should be planned in advance, and the installation interfaces of the ventilation system and sewage treatment system should be reserved, in order to manage air pressure gradient and prevent nosocomial infection in the future. During the initial design stage of large public venues, preparing for multiple disasters such as earthquakes, floods and fires should also be considered, and also provide interfaces for converting them into shelters during disasters. This can be summarised as the goal of ‘One investment, Comprehensive disaster prevention’.

Insufficient on-site management experience in Fangcang shelter hospitals

During the early stage of operations of Fangcang shelter hospitals, some problems emerged which reflected insufficient on-site management experience, such as confusion with responsibilities and the high turnover of medical staff. The working team in Fangcang shelter hospitals was temporarily composed of local government and medical rescue teams from other provinces. Clarifying each person’s responsibilities and ensuring the stability of the team are prerequisites to the effective operation of a shelter hospital. First, the government, community and medical rescue team should clarify their responsibilities. Government staff are responsible for hospital construction and deployment of resources. Community workers are responsible for maintaining the order of patients in the hospital, and medical staff are responsible for medical assistance. Second, the main function of Fangcang shelter hospitals is the admission and isolation of patients with mild symptoms, and thus require fewer medical staff. The medical manpower can be reasonably allocated to avoid waste of medical resources. Finally, medical rescue teams from other provinces should be planned and assigned holistically. Transferring medical staff back and forth between different Fangcang shelter hospitals should be avoided in order to reduce the risk that comes with medical staff not being familiar with the new hospital and the patients.

CONCLUSION

During the COVID-19 pandemic, traditional approaches to disaster preparedness have demonstrated intrinsic problems, such as poor economic performance, inefficiency and lack of flexibility. The conversion of large-scale public venues into medical emergency sites in order to increase the medical capacity of an urban area is one of the most important aspects of disaster preparedness. This valuable experience in Wuhan will help other countries in their battle against the current COVID-19 pandemic and will also contribute to disaster preparedness and mitigation in the future.
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